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Matt reported the LDS Church has indicated to him they are not interested in extending the lease of

Central Park East. He has talked with President Crittenden and Gary Smith. The city has use of the park
until June 1. This creates a real issue for Country Fair Days.

The Council agreed they would like to start out with GSBS just doing the Canyon Meadows Park plan.
Matt said staff will get with GSBS to see how many more parking stalls can we get to possibly
accommodate Country Fair Days.

CEMETERY: Councilmember Peterson asked if the contaminant plumes are going to be an issue.

HAFB will need to be consulted about this. Matt reported HAFB has been involved in meetings
regarding the cemetery.

Matt said the city met with UDOT and have shown them both the options for access. Brandon has

reported is looks like we shouldn' t have problem getting access off South Weber Drive with the new

alignment. If we move the access to the east, there is a chance but we would have to get a variance from

UDOT. Matt has been trying to get ahold ofIvan Ray about using property for road and water.

Matt and Mayor met with Steve Noel and asked him to provide the Council with a memo on the legal
aspects regarding the cemetery. Matt said the memo addresses the challenge with the Cooks and right of

way Issues.

Mayor Gertge said the major issue remains if we can solve all the issues in a fiscal manner. He said

drainage and access are what we need to pay for up front, and whatever after that as far as maintenance

can be done later.

Mayor Gertge stressed that Steve Noel said we need to be careful not to accept the land donation until an

agreement has been signed. Councilmember Poff feels if we don' t have any particular timetables, then

we won' t need to allocate moneys this year.

Matt reiterated if we accept the property now and we let them put someone there, we are either spending
today' s dollars or committing future dollars to an investment where the money could be spent elsewhere.

He said he doesn' t anticipate in the next five or ten years, conservatively, that the budget is going to jump
significantly. Councilmember Woodbury said he can see Matt' s standpoint as a city manager, but from

an ethical standpoint we haven' t created our own place to bury our dead. Mayor Gertge responded that

those cities that have cemeteries also have full force police, fire, etc. He said he understands the

philosophical standpoint, but we need to make sure we' re not committing to something we can' t do.

The Council discussed the possibility of putting the cemetery where the barn is and the Petersens

donating more land in that area.

Councilmember Peterson commented that if it is a good will offering, then he doesn' t see the urgency
when there are major fundamental issues that are unresolved.

The Council will continue to have staff move forward with drafting an agreement. Once an agreement is

drafted, the Council has to vote on the agreement.

ROBINSON WASTE FUEL SURCHAGE: Matt said that when the bids initially came in he asked

Steve Robinson about the fuel surcharge and he said he built into price. However, Mr. Robinson did not

anticipate that fuel prices would continue to go the way they are going, and he has asked for renegotiation
with regard to fuel surcharge. The agreement allows for renegotiation, and Mayor Gertge and Matt met
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Matt said he will talk with representatives from the County, work toward putting out an RFP, and look at

options such as performance based contract. .

ROBINSON WASTE (cont' d): Steve Robinson may not be able to make the May 13 meeting. Mayor
Gertge explained the Council feels Steve' s request for fuel surcharge is justified, but they would like to

change the rate to $3. 75. Steve responded, " Sure. I sure appreciate your understanding." The Council

indicated to Steve this decision is based on the good service his company has provided. Steve said he is

working on some numbers for Matt for recycling. He said it is difficult because he has to transport the

recycling to Salt Lake.

Steve Robinson left at 7:38p.rn.

NEW WEBSITE - OPTIONS FOR DESIGN: Councilmember Woodbury and Mayor Gertge have

been involved with the staff in looking at possible designs for the new website. Emily stressed the fact

that we are just looking at the overall look and feel.

Councilmember Woodbury reported we have looked at a lot of websites for examples and the one we

chose seemed to be the one that was the most user friendly, engaging, and gave a good feeling when you
looked at it. Mayor Gertge said he hopes the Council can allow the staff and Councilmember Woodbury
editorial privilege with this project. Councilmember Woodbury said if they see something seriously
wrong to let us know.

REVIEW OF GOALS: Some of the goals were brought up throughout the meeting. Matt feels it is a

good idea to review the list throughout the year to remind the Council what they discussed.

In regard to tours, Erika is arranging a tour of the HAFB Environmental and contamination sites. The

Council discussed possibly visiting other city halls, specifically Washington Terrace and West Point.

MISSION STATEMENT: Councilmember Woodbury worked on some rough drafts, taking into

consideration the discussions from previous Council work meetings.

Matt commented that the first two seem to be more vision statements and mottos, and the third one is the

best as far as mission statement. He said to him a mission statement addresses all stakeholders, staff,

residents, business owners, and how it affects each. He said the city can adopt a mission statement, and a

vision or motto that can be different but tie together somehow.

The Council was asked to 2:ive feedback to Councilmember Woodburv bv the next work meetin2:

Mav 20).

REZONE OF GRAVEL PITS: Matt mentioned that there is a business owner who is interested in

having a long range gun range in the gravel pit. They will be conducting sound tests this weekend. It was

discussed that this is not something the city would like to see, and public clamor would be anticipated.

Councilmember Poff feels the city needs to change the master plan soon regarding this portion. He said

we need to decide what we don' t want to see there before it becomes an issue; he doesn' t think the city
wants to see T- l there. Councilmember Pofffeels the Council needs the support of the Planning
Commission in this effort. He mentioned the Planning Commission had two zones to choose from and

one doesn' t exist.

Matt asked the Council if they want the Planning Commission to consider a new zone or current zone that

meets the future development of the gravel pits. Councilmember Peterson said he would like the




